STEEL BUILDINGS

EXPERTISE and SOLUTIONS

A leader in the design, manufacturing,
and erection of steel buildings, HONCO has
acquired extensive expertise and know-how
since its founding in 1974. This vast experience
has earned HONCO an enviable reputation in
the commercial, industrial, and recreational
construction industry.

Customer satisfaction is our top priority at
HONCO. That’s why we take a personalized and
professional approach to analyze the specific
needs for every project. From the design phase
right through installation, we rely on teamwork
and close cooperation with our customers and
partners.

The company’s head office and manufacturing
facilities are located on Quebec City’s South
Shore. HONCO has a branch office in the
Montreal area, a large network of partners and is
also active in the construction in Canada, United
States, and overseas markets.

We propose highly effective solutions to ensure
buildings meet the current and future needs of
their occupants.

HONCO’s multidisciplinary team offers a full
range of turnkey services and solutions. With
our extensive technical know-how, we are able
to guide customers through the often complex
construction process for every nature and sizes
of projects.

HONCO has carved out a place for itself as a
leader in the construction industry by focusing
on quality materials and superior work execution, every step of the way.
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OUR DRIVING FORCE
While HONCO’s self-supporting steel buildings are the cornerstone of
our success, our company’s key strength is the expertise of our team.
At HONCO, we meticulously plan each phase of every projects, from
design to building completion, for optimum quality results.
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Know-how and People Skills

At HONCO, our customers benefit from the
services of a team renowned for its skills
at handling turnkey projects locally, in remote
region and abroad. We put the expertise that we
have acquired over the years to work in a wide
range of construction projects, including
manufacturing facilities, municipal buildings,
fire stations, megawarehouses, arenas and indoor soccer stadiums.
The HONCO team is committed to total
customer satisfaction and offers a host of
services including needs analysis, accurate cost
projection, design, engineering, drafting, project
management, manufacturing and construction.
Our engineers and draftsmen are skilled at
meeting the technical and operational specifications of buildings and the precise objectives
of each project.
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Expert construction.
Efficient solutions.
L’expertise
dans vos constructions,
l’efficacité de nos solutions.

This personalized approach allows the HONCO
team to propose an optimal indoor layout while
integrating architectural detailing to blend in
with the surroundings.
HONCO has all the human and material
resources required to effectively manage production schedules and tight turnaround times.
Our team also keeps a close eye on quality
control at every stages of construction.
What sets the HONCO team apart from the
competition is our wealth of expertise,
commitment to total customer satisfaction, and
tireless pursuit of excellence.

HONCO CONCEPT

The structural panel
Made from steel of superior gauges to the
ones used in conventional steel siding, HONCO
structural panels are cold-formed on our
fully automated production line. The main
corrugation provides the panel with a global
stabilizer when it works in compression and
optimizes the bending strength. The secondary
corrugation ensures the local stability of each
part of the panel. A groove on each side of the
panel stiffens the connection between panels.
Structural panels are bolted together with a
9,5 mm (3/8”) bolt at every 200 mm (8”). They
are then joined with other elements of the roof
truss to form the building’s structure also acting
as the walls, roof and ceiling.
Unlike conventional buildings, where the siding
is generally screwed to the structure and can
loosen over time, the entire HONCO building
envelope is designed to withstand local climate
loads. Once bolted together, the wall, roof, and
ceiling panels form a strong and long-lasting
envelope.

Nut
Nylon washer

Sealing tape
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BUILDING TYPES

The key to HONCO’s self-supporting buildings is not only the structural panels but also the roof trusses.
Made of struts, gussets and lateral spacers connecting the roof and ceiling structural panels, the HONCO
roof trusses are designed to evenly distribute the loads toward the bearing walls. HONCO manufactures
two main types of self-supporting buildings—with either a curved roof (TC) or those with a lightly sloped
roof (TP).
Curved roof buildings are ideally suited for
projects requiring clear spans up to 75 meters
(250 feet) depending on the region. They are a
cost-effective solution for the construction of
arenas, indoor soccer fields, gymnasiums and
applications requiring column-free space.
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Buildings with a lightly sloped roof are available
in four subcategories. The TP-1000 consists of wall
and roof panels, and is ideal for non-insulated
projec ts requir in g c l e a r s p a n s o f l e s s
than 6 meters (20 feet).
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The TP-2000 features steel joist roof supports that
allow for wider clear spans.
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TP-2000
The TP-3000, with its lightly sloped roof to ensure
drainage, also features an insulatable attic space
and a clear span.
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The TP-4000 boasts the same features as
the TP-3000; however has intermediate supports
system combined with HONCO roof trusses
allowing a greater width.
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MULTIPLE
APPLICATIONS
Les applications
multiples
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HONCO ARENAS

A leader in the construction of sports complexes,
HONCO has completed numerous arenas in
Canada, the United States, and overseas. HONCO
offers a wide range of indoor arena configurations, with one or more standard or Olympic-size
ice surfaces and with the option of extensive
seating, corporate boxes, and service areas.
HONCO arenas boast the following features:
•
•
•

Unparalleled energy efficiency;
Additional space, thanks to columnfree construction;
Lower construction costs for wide          
span buildings.

The structural ceiling, which is an integral
part of the building, contributes to the energy
efficiency of our arenas.
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The ceiling panels are made of aluminum-zinc
alloy coated steel that:
•

Offers greater light reflection, reducing
the number of lighting fixtures required
by 20% versus other types of arenas;

•

Emits three times less radiant heat than
building materials such as wood and 		
paint, reducing the amount of heat 		
absorbed by the ice and cutting 		
the operating costs of the refrigeration 		
system by thousands of dollars yearly.

HONCO lays claim to the unique expertise it
takes to design and to install sports complexes
that are fully functional and comfortable.

HONCO SOCCER STADIUMS

With the many soccer stadiums it has designed
and built over the years, HONCO has acquired a
solid expertise in this field. Our team has
developed a creative approach to designing
indoor facilities that are fully functional,
introducing innovative work methods in the
process.
HONCO boasts very competitively priced wide
span buildings that are ideal for indoor soccer
facilities. Since HONCO structures require no
lateral structural elements, the playing area is
totally unobstructed. This makes it easier to
install bleachers or walkways to accommodate
spectators.

The structural ceiling allows for optimum use
of the building height over the entire playing
field surface and ensures better lighting, which
is often obstructed in conventional buildings by
joists and other structural elements.
The many advantages of the HONCO construction
system lead to buildings that combine high
performance with high energy efficiency.
With our know-how and experience in designing
and installing sports complexes, we are able
to walk our customers through every stages of
their projects.
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ADVANTAGES

Walls with uncompressed insulation
for reduced energy costs

The insulation system used in HONCO
buildings is one of the most efficient in
the construction industry since the walls contain
no framing columns or girts that can compress
the insulation and create thermal bridges.
The insulation is extremely efficient because:
•

It is installed from the inside of the
wall using brackets and wood lathing 		
that do not compress it;

•

It is installed as an extension of the
foundation insulation;

•

HONCO uses a reinforced aluminum
vapour barrier that reflects heat (other
types available upon request);

•

It is installed from the inside and
is therefore always protected from the
elements;

•     The insulation is not in contact with
the exterior panel.

   

Simpler foundations cut construction
costs by 25 to 40%
The walls of HONCO self-supporting buildings
are made entirely of load-bearing structural
panels. The weight of the buildings (and the
load they support) is distributed evenly over the
foundation walls, unlike conventionally framed
buildings, in which loads are concentrated at
the base of the columns.
As a result, HONCO’s self-supporting structure
does not require massive foundations with pilasters and reinforcements to support concentrated loads. Instead, its foundations are much
simpler and easier to build.
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ATTIC SPACE VENTILATION

Ventilated attic space cut energy costs
In most buildings, there is no space to aerate insulation, and when insulation
is contained in a closed, unventilated space, it can become saturated with
condensation. Since water is a good heat conductor, wet insulation becomes
virtually useless. The attic space in HONCO buildings is continually aerated
by a ventilation system, which keeps the insulation permanently
dry and efficient.

COMPARISON BETWEEN VOLUMES OF HEATED SPACE
Smaller interior volume for lower energy costs
The greater the volume, the higher the energy bill. The structural ceiling of our self-supporting buildings
significantly cuts operating costs because only the usable space is heated or cooled.

SELF-SUPPORTING STEEL BUILDING

CONVENTIONAL STEEL BUILDING
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MATERIALS, MANUFACTURING, AND INSTALLATION

Attractive colors and full protection
HONCO carries Galvalume Plus and prepainted
steel coils. All coatings meet the standards of the
Baycoat’s Perspectra series. The paint is applied
by the manufacturer to a hot dipped galvanized
steel (Z-275, 275 g/m², G-90). Unpainted steel is
coated with an aluminum-zinc alloy (Galvalume
Plus AZM 165) for a more resistant finish. Since
every steel elements in our self-supporting
buildings are fully protected, durability is
substantially improved.
At HONCO, we offer our customers a vast range
of standard or customized colors and finishes.
A variety of accessories such as canopies,
wall fixtures and decorative flashings can be
proposed for an architectural treatment that
blends in.
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Cost-effective shipping to and easy
installation in remote locations
Self-supporting buildings are ideal for use in remote locations that can’t be accessed by cranes
and other heavy machinery.
Our structural panels are stacked in piles for shipping. The shipping volume of the construction
materials required for a self-supporting building
is 45% less than for a conventional building.

Adaptable buildings
Since there are no columns in the way, our buildings can be easily rearranged or put to a different
use. New openings can be made where needed,
and equipments or partitions can be installed
wherever they are required.

QUALITY ASSURANCE AND WARRANTY PLAN

CSA A660 certification

Quality assurance

HONCO was the first company in Quebec to
receive CSA A660-04 certification, which attests
to the company’s compliance with stringent
standards covering every aspect of its operations, from technical design and manufacturing
to installation of its buildings. The CSA A660-04
standard ensures that steel buildings are designed in compliance with the applicable standards and laws and that HONCO employs staff
with the qualifications and experience required
to perform these tasks.

In addition to our ISO-9001 certification, the CSA
A660-04 certification attests to our employees’
dedication to excellence and our commitment
as a company to provide our customers with top
quality products and services.
Under the CSA A660-04 certification program,
manufacturers must provide a “Certificate of
Design and Manufacturing Conformance” signed
and sealed by a licensed professional engineer
for each building fabricated. This allows us to
offer our customers additional assurance of the
quality of HONCO buildings.

15/25 year warranty plan
HONCO is the only construction company that
offers a written 25 year warranty on the resistance of its panels and a 15 year warranty on the
complete watertightness of its building roofs.
Note: These warranties are subject to certain restrictions. Please 		
ask one of our representatives for details. Other restrictions
apply to overseas projects.
RBQ license: 8311-9529-20
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HONCO, A COMMUNITY PLAYER

Our company strives to improve the quality of life for the community by playing an active role with local
sports and educational associations.

Building a GREENER future
HONCO buildings are long-lasting, energy
efficient, and environmentally friendly.
•
•
•
•
•
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Energy savings of approximately 15%
on heating and air-conditioning costs
Savings of 15% on lighting
Made of 95% recycled steel
Higher insulation efficiency
Less construction waste
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HONCO also makes every efforts to incorporate
eco-friendly practices into its day-to-day
operations and design buildings that meet LEED
certification requirements.

EXPERT CONSTRUCTION.
EFFICIENT SOLUTIONS.

Our HONCO buildings are tailored to your exact needs while meeting
the most stringent construction industry standards. Our enviable reputation is the result of our expertise, efficiency, and quality products.

HONCO

Phone : 418 831-2245
Fax : 418 831-6302
honco@honco.ca
www.honco.ca
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